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Abstract. This paper describes a novel memory hierarchy and line-pixel-lookahead (LPL) for an H.264/AVC

video decoder. The memory system is the bottleneck of most video processors, particularly in the newly

announced H.264/AVC. This is because it utilizes the neighboring pixels to create a reliable predictor, leading to

a dependency on a long past history of data. This problem can be resolved by allocating memory space but

inducing large silicon area and power consumption as well. We first review the existing solutions and propose a

three-level memory hierarchy with line-pixel-lookahead to improve access efficiency. Three-level memory

hierarchy includes registers, content/slice SRAM and external frame DRAM. We emphasize the need to

consider the secondary hierarchy, content/slice SRAM, during the design of an H.264/AVC decoder.

Specifically, we introduce a slice SRAM and line-pixel-lookahead to lower the memory capacity and external

bandwidth. This SRAM stores neighboring pixels and prevents the data re-access from DRAM. Line-

pixel-lookahead exploits multi-dimensional pixel locality so as to averagely improve prediction performance

by 6.54% compared to conventional vertical prediction. Simulation results also reveal that the proposal makes

a better trade-off between memory allocation and external bandwidth as well as power, leading to 50% of

memory power reduction compared to the design without exploiting the secondary slice SRAM hierarchy.
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1. Introduction

While there has been much work studying memory

performance for scientific and general-purpose appli-

cations, this paper focuses on the need of H.264/

AVC [1] video applications. H.264/AVC achieves

high compression ratio since it adequately utilizes

the neighboring pixels to obtain a reliable predictor

and reduces the prediction errors. Compared to

prevalent MPEG-x and H.26x video standards,

H.264/AVC [1] decodes present pixel from a long

history of pixel data and therefore requires much

intermediate storage for VLSI implementation.

Therefore, this high data correlation or dependency

leads to a great challenge of memory subsystem in

designing multimedia systems [2–4].

Many memory-hierarchy-based designs of H.264/

AVC have been reported of the time [5–10]. However,

they usually developed a bandwidth and/or memory

capacity-starved design approaches without taking

into account memory allocation and data locality

issues. In this paper, we first review existing memory

hierarchies in video processing and microprocessor

systems. We found that three-level memory hierarchy
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is generally accepted in existing H.264/AVC systems

and composed of registers, content SRAM and frame

DRAM. Since the disparity between registers and

DRAM hierarchy, SRAM hierarchy design plays an

increasing role and will dominate the system area or

power requirements. Hence, this paper pays more

attention on this level of the hierarchy. The emphasis

on SRAM is also apparent from Fig. 1 which shows

the die photo of the MPEG-2/H.264 video decoding

system in [4]. Most of the usable area is dedicated to

the on-chip SRAM and data buffers which occupy

40% and 70% of system area and power dissipation,

respectively. As a result, this observation leads us to

extend the topic of memory hierarchy in the H.264/

AVC video decoding system.

To improve the memory hierarchy in a video

decoding system, we exploit three-level memory

hierarchy with line-pixel-lookahead (LPL) schemes.

In addition to the content SRAM in the secondary

hierarchy, we additionally introduce a slice SRAM to

pre-store the neighboring pixel to improve the access

efficiency. On the other hand, H.264/AVC video

standard [1] is characterized by a peculiar access

locality since a high probability exists to access

logically adjacent pixel in vertical direction. Because

of this predictable data access pattern, a hypothesis-

based lookahead scheme has been proposed to

predict what data will be necessary well in advance,

and thereby improve predictive miss rates [4]. In this

paper, we further improve the prediction scheme by

utilizing multi-dimensional features and incorporat-

ing a 4�3 TAG template. Therefore, the proposal

can averagely reduce miss rates by 6.54% compared

to the vertical prediction in [4].

We proceed to integrate the proposed memory

hierarchy with LPL scheme into H.264/AVC video

systems. In general, the performance of prediction

unit mainly relies on the prediction miss/hit. More-

over, the performance also impacts the memory size

and external bandwidth. To make a better trade-off

in different performance indices, we analyze and

optimize the memory capacity and bandwidth in

SRAM as well as DRAM hierarchies. Therefore,

the optimized memory hierarchy with line-pixel-

lookahead achieves 50% of memory power reduc-

tion compared to the design without exploiting the

slice SRAM hierarchy. The remainder of this paper

is structured as follows. Section 2 outlines a review

of related works in the memory hierarchy of H.264/

AVC. Sections 3 and 4 describe how data reuse can

be exploited in the three-level memory hierarchy and

line-pixel-lookahead (LPL) scheme, respectively.

Simulation results are summarized in Section 5 and

conclusions are made in Section 6.

2. Reviews of Memory Hierarchy in H.264/AVC

2.1. H.264/AVC Video Standards

We start with a brief overview of H.264/AVC video

standard and illustrate why memory storage is

required in practical VLSI implementation. In gen-

eral, the intent of the H.264/AVC project was to

create a standard that would be capable of providing

good video quality at bit rates that are substantially

lower than what previous standards would need (e.g.,

relative to MPEG-2, H.263, or MPEG-4 Part 2), and

to do so without so much of an increase in

complexity. The reduced bit rates come from some

new techniques such as spatial prediction in intra-

coding, variable block-size motion compensation,

4�4 integer transformation, context-adaptive entro-

py coding, and adaptive deblocking filter. Although

those coding tools improve compressed performance,

they suffer from dependencies on a long past history

of pixel data. That is, present data will reference the

previously decoded neighboring pixels or syntax

elements. Consequently, previously decoded results

should be stored into a certain amount of storage for
Figure 1. Memory area utilization of an MPEG-2/H.264 video

decoder chip [4].
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easily fetching in a short while. The storage will

become voluminous especially in H.264/AVC video

standard [1] and dominate the system area as well as

power consumption.

To clarify aforementioned dependencies, Fig. 2

depicts an example of deblocking filter and spatial

intra prediction in H.264/AVC. The input sequence

is coded and thereby decoded in column, row and

frame dimensions. A raster-scan order is performed

by a 16�16 macroblock-wise manner in each image

frame. In H.264/AVC, deblocking filter is exploited

to efficiently compensate annoying blocking artifacts

which is introduced by block-based prediction,

transformation, and quantization. In the 16�16

macroblock boundaries, deblocking filter requires

upper four pixels of each column to decide filtering

modes and perform pixel-wise interpolations. Those

upper pixels have been previously decoded and

thereby required when decoding the current row of

macroblocks. On the other hand, spatial intra

prediction is a well-known method to predict the

pixel value based on values previously coded in one

frame. It needs upper neighboring pixel in each

column to reconstruct the pixel results when vertical-

like predictive modes (e.g. vertical, diagonal down–

left, vertical–right, etc.) are applied. In addition to

the deblocking filter and intra prediction, entropy

coding, motion compensation and other coding tools

feature long dependencies of historical data in either

current or previous frames. In summary, a great deal

of storage is required to solve the dependency

problem in H.264/AVC and usually implemented

via on-chip or off-chip memory.

2.2. Memory Hierarchy

An architectural choice advocated for dealing with

long past history of data is a memory hierarchy. The

idea is that due to often huge volume of pixel data they

cannot be permanently kept even on the disks but

more inexpensive volatile storage capacity is satis-

fied. The current memory technology offers DRAM

and SRAMmemories to be used at lower levels of the

hierarchy. In a video processing space, DRAM is

widely adopted for storing whole frame data while

SRAM stores a small amount of neighboring or

decoded pixel data. DRAM acts as a higher level of

the hierarchy since it is of lower speed and cost, and is

of smaller size, than lower levels. Another reason for

adopting memory hierarchy is data reuse exploration.

Data reuse means that a data item, previously written

to memory, is later read until it is finally consumed. It

takes a local copy of pixel data to a smaller memory or

register at the first time it is obtained. After that, the

pixel data is read from the smaller memory instead of

larger memory, and speed or power performance can

then be improved [13].

A wide variety of memory hierarchies have been

designed and implemented to deal with the high

performance memory requirements. This design

concept originates in general-purpose microproces-

sor but can be applied to application-specific H.264/

AVC video processors. Figure 3a shows a five-level

memory hierarchy in microprocessor systems. They

mainly include registers, SRAM, DRAM and disk

hardware blocks for instruction and data storage.

Meanwhile, many H.264/AVC video processors

[5–10], have been reported of the time and adopt

three-level memory hierarchy to keep the pixel data

in registers, SRAM and frame DRAM. As the

disparity between registers and DRAM, SRAM

hierarchy design plays an increasing role in memory

performance [3]. Note that content and slice SRAMs

in Fig. 3b are defined by Liu et al. [11] and will be

thoroughly discussed in Section 3. Basically, SRAM

hierarchies of existing solutions can be partitioned

into two groups: w/t and w/o slice SRAM. Most

designs [7–10] develops a bandwidth-hungry ap-

proach and only use content SRAM to construct the

second-level of memory hierarchy. On the other

hand, Liu [5] and Hu [6] additionally include slice

SRAM (or row-store buffer in [6]) to facilitate the

memory accesses. Those SRAMs cache the decoded

or neighboring pixels that are frequently used in next
Figure 2. Correlation within one row of pixels over the input

frame.
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time for increasing the data reuse probability and

improving memory performance.

3. Three-Level Memory Hierarchy

Improving the memory hierarchy or reducing the

embedded SRAM size is very effective for lowering

the external bandwidth and achieving low power

dissipation. To improve the memory performance,

we aim at a memory hierarchy where copies of

data from larger memories that exhibit high data-

correlation are stored to additional layers of smaller

memories. In this way, the great part of data accesses

is moved to smaller memories and the significant

bandwidth reduction and power savings can be

achieved since accesses to smaller level of memory

hierarchy are less power consumed [13]. Therefore,

we propose a three-level memory hierarchy by

leveraging registers, content/slice memory and frame

DRAM as depicted in Fig. 3b. To clarify how it

connects and completes data transaction, Fig. 4

shows detailed block diagrams and its bus structure.

System and memory buses are a collection of parallel

wires that carry address, data, and control signals.

Data accesses in frame DRAM are accomplished via

memory/system bus and I/O bridges. In an H.264/

AVC decoder chip, the transactions between regis-

ters and ALUs (e.g. deblocking filter, motion com-

pensation, etc.) frequently take place. As for the

middle level of transactions, however, implementing

content/slice SRAM is a more challenging task since

they may impact the performance in not only registers

but also frame DRAM. To limit the scope on memory

hierarchy and focus on this upmost factor, we

emphasize on allocations and arrangements of the

SRAM hierarchy in the following sub-sections.

Figure 3. Memory hierarchy in a general-purpose microprocessors and b application-specific H.264/AVC.

Figure 4. Memory hierarchy and bus structure.
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3.1. Content SRAM

The goal of content SRAM is to allow data reading

and writing simultaneously and accomplish data

transactions without introducing bubbles or waiting

cycles. However, the use of content SRAM may

incur extra overhead of external bandwidth when

storing neighboring pixels. While it has been

extensively used in motion compensation, deblock-

ing filter, intra prediction, etc., we illustrate this

observation by using deblocking filter of H.264/AVC

herein. It acts as either a single-port SRAM with

ping-pong structure [11] or a dual-port SRAM with

interleaving nature [12] to resolve structural hazard.

Figure 5 depicts the memory organization with

single-port ping-pong SRAM in deblocking filter.

Particularly, the ping-pong SRAM coordinates the

transaction between deblocking filter and other

ALUs. It stores two macro-blocks (MBs) to resolve

the structural hazard when reading and writing

processes occur simultaneously. On the other hand,

upper neighboring data labeled with gray region are

previously decoded. If we exploit content SRAM to

store neighboring pixels, additional transactions

between external DRAM and content SRAM are

required. Content SRAM have to be updated period-

ically from DRAM, and external bandwidth will

increase definitely. To alleviate the aforementioned

problem, slice SRAM replaces content SRAM to

facilitate the access efficiency and will be addressed

in the next sub-section.

3.2. Slice SRAM

Slice SRAM [5] or row store buffer [6] is designed to

take advantage of neighboring pixel locality and acts

as an add-on and/or secondary memory hierarchy.

Considering a frame size of W�H in Fig. 6, each

square represents the 16�16 macroblock (MB). Each

MB contains 16 points and 4�4 pixels within each

point. When following decoding procedures are per-

formed from the MB index B to B+1, the pixel data in
upper neighbors will be updated as the arrow indi-

cates. The shaded region should be kept in a certain

amount of memory storage when the decoding index

is B+1. The reason has been addressed in Fig. 2 and

we name those kept data as slice SRAM thereafter.

The overall data organizations of slice SRAM are

tabulated in Table 1. It consists of pixel data or

syntax elements per unit of one pixel, 4�4 sub-block

and 16�16 MB. In the pixel data, the size of slice

SRAM depends on the frame width W as the shaded

region of Fig. 6 indicates. Moreover, the size of

pixels relates to the chrominance format (C.F.1) and

pixel depth. Here, a 4:2:0 format and 8bits/pixel is

assumed for simplicity. Note that MB-level adapta-

tion of frame/field (MBAFF) coding tools for H.264/

AVC main/high profile additionally requires the

Figure 5. Memory organization of deblocking filter in H.264/AVC.
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storage space for the same field parity issue [17]. As

for syntax elements, it is required keeping the flags

since the decoding procedures of H.264/AVC will

reference the previously decoded neighboring flags.

For instance, motion vector will be generated from

the previously decoded one. Besides, H.264/AVC

develops adaptive entropy coding methods to

achieve high compression ratio. In particular,

CAVLC adaptively selects coding table by nC
calculated from the Coeff_Tokens of neighboring

blocks. CABAC adaptively estimates a large number

of conditional probabilities through the neighboring

syntax flags such as MB_Type, CBP, etc. These

adaptive schemes lead to the high dependency and

extra data storage for hardware implementation. In

summary, the total memory size achieves 338.2 Kb

under the H.264/AVC video decoding with 1080 HD

resolution and 4:2:0 chrominance formats.

As slice SRAM stores one row of upper neighbor-

ing pixels, data transaction between DRAM and

SRAM can be eliminated and therefore bandwidth

requirements can be lowered. Compared to content

SRAM, however, the introduced slice memory space

is proportional to decoded frame width W and is of

great challenge in memory testing, power and area

issues. It may degrade the overall system perfor-

mance, especially in high resolution video coding/

decoding. To deal with large slice SRAM, we find

that storing all pixels in rows of upper pixels is

unnecessary when the following decoding process is

unrelated to the upper neighboring pixels. Therefore,

we further investigate line-pixel-lookahead to reduce

the memory capacity in the next section.

4. Line-Pixel-Lookahead

Line-Pixel-Lookahead (LPL) scheme exploits spatial

pixel locality in vertical direction and looks ahead

before decoding the next line of pixels in order to

reduce the slice memory capacity and improve the

access efficiency. Figure 7 depicts the LPL scheme

and the related pseudo codes [14]. In particular, a

reduced slice SRAM caches the pixels of upper

neighbors, and an LPL scheme predicts whether the

follow-up pixel data should be kept or not. In the

scope of this LPL scheme, we only focus on the pixel-

level of storage content since it occupies a great

portion of overall slice memory space in Table 1.

Table 1. Data organizations in slice SRAM.

Level Content Size Equation (bits) 1080HD@4:2:0 (Kb)

Pixel Upper neighboring pixels

for deblocking filter

4�W�C.F.�8 122.8

Upper neighboring pixels of the same

parity for deblocking filter in MBAFF

4�W�C.F.�8 122.8

Upper neighboring pixels

for intra prediction

W�C.F.�8 30.7

Upper neighboring pixels of the

same parity for intra prediction in MBAFF

W�C.F.�8 30.7 Kb

4�4 sub-block Upper neighboring flags for motion vectors 2�(W/4)�10 9.6

Upper neighboring nCs for CAVLC (W/4)�5 2.4

16�16 macroblock Upper neighboring CBP, MB_Type for CABAC (W/16)�10�16 19.2

Total 338.2

Figure 6. Data correlation of upper neighboring pixels in H.264/

AVC.
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Therefore, only deblocking filter and intra prediction

will be considered herein. In the LPL scheme, the

TAG generation unit issues a decoding TAG (D.
TAG) that contains a pair of signals for the purpose

of deblocking filter and intra prediction units, and the

D. TAG equals the neighboring TAG (N. TAG) after
buffering one row of TAGs. Two 2W-bit TAG

buffers record each D. TAG, where W means frame

width. A TAG CMP (compare) unit perceives the

contrast between N. TAG and D. TAG. A prediction

miss will be noticed via a request signal from the

output of TAG CMP when current D. TAG differs

from N. TAG.
Figure 8a describes the 4�4 intra prediction

behavior of the LPL scheme through an example

with a frame size of 48�32. Each square represents a

4�4 sub-block labeled by a 1-bit TAG signal. In the

N. TAG field, we tag the 4�4 pixel data decided by

TAG generation unit and the tagged data will be pre-

stored in slice memory for follow-up decoding

procedures. Furthermore, the un-tagged pixel will

be discarded via wen [see the reduced slice SRAM in

Fig. 7a], resulting in reducing memory size. Hence,

according to results in D. TAGs and N. TAGs, Fig. 8b
lists the prediction miss/hit analysis. An additional

cycle penalty is introduced when prediction miss

occurs and N. TAG equals zero. We have to fetch

upper neighboring pixels from frame DRAM via

system and memory buses. Other case in prediction

miss is of cycle-penalty free thanks to the un-used

upper pixels in D. TAG.

4.1. TAG Generation

A crucial factor to making a success in the LPL

scheme is TAG generation since it adversely impacts

Figure 7. The a data flow and b related pseudo-code in the LPL scheme.

Figure 8. a TAG prediction and b miss/hit analysis.
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the prediction miss/hit, leading to the extra cycle

penalty or external bandwidth. Although [14]

presents a 1-tap vertical prediction to realize the

LPL scheme as Fig. 7 illustrates, the introduced miss

rates are still considerable. To further investigate the

prediction method, we propose several TAG predic-

tion modes to improve the pixel data locality.

To illustrate how the TAG generation method

works, it can be partitioned into TAG prediction and

decision steps. The prediction step produces the

TAG signal which forecasts data accesses needed in

advance, so a specific piece of data is pre-stored in

the SRAM before it is actually desired by the follow-

up decoding processes. A key observation is that not

all upper neighboring pixels need to be pre-stored for

the decoded blocks when they are determined as a

Bnear-horizontal prediction mode^ in intra prediction

or a BSKIP mode^ in deblocking filter [14]. To

clarify aforementioned blocks occurring in a typical

video sequence, Fig. 9 shows the average probability

of block occurrence in different sequences and bit

rates. The probability means the number of block

events without exploiting upper neighbors over one

row of blocks. Hence, there are higher probabilities

to eliminate the upper pixels of slice SRAM in both

high resolution and low bit rate. On the other hand,

after generating the TAG signal, a decision step

decides the prediction mode by incorporating a 4�3

TAG template in Fig. 10a. Each square represents

the TAG signal as Fig. 8a indicates. The decoding

orders are based on raster scan labeled from a to g.
At the decoding index g, we have to predict the TAG

value of index x based on previously decided TAGs

(i.e., aõg). Therefore, we develop a decision table in

Fig. 10b. In addition to a vertical TAG prediction,

several diagonal predictors are involved as well.

Maj. indicates the majority of TAG indices e, f,
and g. Compared to original 1-tap vertical prediction

[14], the proposal realizes 2-tap multi-dimensional

prediction to improve pixel locality but is two times

larger than TAG storage capacity of the 1-tap one.

The goal of improving TAG generation is to lower

miss rate, resulting in the reduction of external

bandwidth. The miss rate stands for a probability of

missing events and is equal to the number of miss

over one row of TAGs. Existing designs [7–10] only

exploited content SRAM to store neighboring pixel

in one MB and therefore update pixel data frequently

via system/memory bus. Hence, those designs con-

tribute 100% of miss rates. On the other hand,

traditional slice memory [5] and row store buffer [6]

without exploiting LPL scheme keep whole pixels in

one row of MB, and the miss rate can be eliminated

(i.e. 0%). Thanks to the LPL scheme, the proposal

provides different design space with variable miss

rates and can be further optimized through multi-

dimensional prediction. To clarify the performance

between vertical-based [4] and the proposed predic-

tion, Table 2 exhibits the miss rate reduction over

different kinds of video bit-rates, resolutions and test

sequences. Note that slice SRAM size is proportional

Figure 9. The block probability of occurrence without exploit-

ing upper neighbors.

Figure 10. a TAG prediction template and b decision table.
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to width W when the scaling factor f is fixed at one in

[4]. Moreover, this proposal achieves better perfor-

mance in lower resolution case. As a result, 6.54 and

1.08% of miss rate reduction can be achieved aver-

agely under QCIF and CIF resolutions, respectively.

4.2. Slice SRAM with LPL vs. Cache Memory

After introducing the slice SRAM with line-pixel-

lookahead, we review and summarize the differences

between slice and cache memory in Table 3. Specif-

ically, memory hierarchies between Fig. 3a and Fig.

3b are a little bit different in the secondary level. A

major difference is the transaction with neighboring

levels of hierarchies. For instance, cache memory

accomplishes data transaction with not only lower-

level but higher-level of hierarchies. The proposed

slice SRAM with LPL is an add-on to content SRAM

and dedicated to lower-level of the register hierar-

chy. Consequently, the cache memory supports

different write policies (e.g., write back/through)

while slice SRAM has been written via wen.
Moreover, the content of cache memory comes from

higher-level of the external main memory. The data

in slice SRAM are produced from raw bitstream in

the lower-level of the register hierarchy. As for the

data locality, the proposed SRAM with LPL stores

pixel data and therefore features high correlation for

natural scenes. In summary, we present a novel

hierarchy which is somewhat different from prelim-

inary hierarchy in microprocessor and discuss the

features of slice SRAM with LPL from a memory-

hierarchy_s perspective.

5. Performance Evaluation on H.264/AVC

Decoding Systems

To clarify and analyze the memory power perfor-

mance, we describe the power modeling where the

Table 2. Miss-rate reduction of proposed multi-dimensional prediction

Sequence Bit Rate (kbps)

Miss Rate Analysis

QCIF CIF

Vertical Multi-dimensional Reduction (%) Vertical Multi-dimensional Reduction (%)

Mobile calendar 500 0.4102 0.4047 1.32 0.3321 0.2952 11.12

1,000 0.2075 0.188 9.37 0.3858 0.3452 10.54

1500 0.1089 0.0938 13.87 0.4834 0.4917 j1.72

Suzie 500 0.1837 0.1747 4.86 0.1544 0.1584 j2.63

1,000 0.1138 0.1069 6.09 0.1537 0.1537 0.00

1,500 0.0948 0.0926 2.39 0.1567 0.154 1.66

Foreman 500 0.358 0.353 1.30 0.4597 0.4638 j1.28

1,000 0.215 0.192 10.88 0.416 0.4223 j1.52

1,500 0.1172 0.0963 17.8 0.3624 0.3643 j0.53

Table tennis 500 0.2087 0.2102 j0.73 0.3498 0.3554 j1.60

1,000 0.1197 0.1132 5.40 0.3182 0.322 j1.17

1500 0.0935 0.088 5.92 0.271 0.27 0.17

Average 6.54 1.08

Table 3. Differences in middle-level of memory hierarchies

Items Cache Memory Slice SRAM with LPL

Applications General-purpose

microprocessor

Application-specific

H.264/AVC

Position Acts as a buffer

between main

memory and

registers

Dedicated to registers

Write policy Write back/through Written by wen from

TAG generation

Data type Stores a copy of

some part of the

main memory

Stores a copy of pixel

data generated from

bit-streams of the

register hierarchy.

Data

locality

Spatial/temporal

locality

High locality for natural

scenes
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power consumption of memory hierarchy can be

viewed as a summation of on-chip and off-chip

memories in Eq. (1). Further, memory accesses are

the most power consuming operation [15]. The

access power dominates the overall power budget

in the on-chip memory. The power consumed on

memory accesses is a function of on-chip memory

size, the access frequency and technology etc. In this

paper, we assume that the on-chip power is closely

related to the SRAM capacity (i.e. word-length � #
of words) [16]. Therefore, the simplified power

described by Eq. (2) suffices for the purpose of

evaluating the power effect on memory hierarchy. As

for off-chip memory, the DRAM power modeling

becomes more complicated. Not only data access but

also I/O and background power (e.g. pre-charge,

active etc) should be concerned in the power

calculation of off-chip memory. We just choose a

system-power calculator [19] as the off-chip power

model in a preliminary design phase.

Ptotal ¼ Pon�chip þ Poff�chip

¼ Paccess þ Paccess þ PI=O þ PBG

� � ð1Þ

Pon�chip ¼ Paccess ¼ faccess

� F Lengthword; # of word;Vddð Þ
ð2Þ

Slice SRAM size can be reduced since we

eliminate un-used neighboring data if LPL prediction

hits. However, because an error of prediction may

occur, an additional penalty is introduced to re-fetch

the missed data from external memory, leading to the

increment of external memory bandwidth as well as

power consumption. Therefore, it is more imperative

to decide a suitable memory size to be survived since

inappropriate memory size will be harmful to

memory performance. From the experiments, we

choose CAS latency=2, BL=4 and tCK=7ns as our

DRAM model configuration [18]. We use BMother &

Daughter^ (QCIF) as our test sequence and encode it

at 150 kbps and 15 fps for mobile applications. An

observation is that the curve between internal SRAM

size and external memory bandwidth/power is shown

in Fig. 11. The external bandwidth can be derived

from miss rates [14] while power consumption on

DRAM is calculated by system-power calculator

[19]. Compared to a design point without exploiting

LPL scheme, we optimize the memory hierarchy

which has smaller SRAM capacity and lower

external DRAM bandwidth/power. Moreover, we

also optimize the on-chip power consumption

where SRAM power is related to the memory size

in Eq. (2).

As compared to the existing designs, we improve

the access efficiency by taking into accounts both

internal SRAM and external DRAM. Figure 12

describes the power comparison from a memory

hierarchy_s perspective. For overall system power

indices, they can be found on [4] in more details. The

overall memory power consumption consumes only

55.5% of original power when the proposed three-

level memory hierarchy is applied. Moreover, we

consider the access efficiency by exploiting the

spatial locality of neighboring pixel via the LPL

scheme. The power consumption can be further

reduced to 49.3% of original design. This success

a

b

Figure 11. Analysis of a external bandwidth and b power

consumption.

Figure 12. Power reduction via three-level memory hierarchy

and line-pixel-lookahead scheme.
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to power reduction is that we choose a better design

point from the observation in Fig. 11. Hence, the

SRAM power can be greatly reduced with a penalty

of slight power increment on DRAM. However,

access power occupies a great portion of total

DRAM power. The reason is that motion compensa-

tion required a great deal of accesses from external

memory. In the future, it can be optimized by the

same way in intra prediction and deblocking filter.

Note that the metric of DRAM_s power consumption

can be further optimized through well-known low-

power techniques. In our implementation, we just

choose a preliminary DRAM module to verify the

power performance in a system point of view.

On the other hand, we also verify the proposed

memory hierarchy with LPL on a test chip which has

been published in [4] and re-shown in Fig. 1. This

test chip is fabricated using Artisan 0.18 mm standard

CMOS cell library with UMC 0.18 mm 1P6M

technology. The maximum working frequency is

100 MHz and the die size is 3.9�3.9 mm2. The slice

SRAM is positioned on the left-top corner of this

chip. The LPL scheme is interfaced to the embedded

SRAM for improving access efficiency. Its gate

count approximately reaches 22.3 K and only

occupies 4% of overall system area.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, a review and design of memory

hierarchy on H.264/AVC video decoding systems is

presented. Three-level memory hierarchy, registers/

content SRAM/DRAM, without keeping neighboring

pixel is widely used but incurs large external DRAM

bandwidth as well as power dissipation. To alleviate

this problem, a new slice SRAM is introduced to

store upper neighboring pixel for reducing the access

frequency on external DRAM. To efficiently manip-

ulate the slice SRAM, a line-pixel-lookahead (LPL)

unit is proposed to improve the stored pixel locality

in SRAM. Compared to conventional vertical pre-

diction [14], we develop a multi-dimensional predic-

tion by incorporating a 4�3 TAG prediction

template, leading to 6.54% of miss rate improvement

in QCIF resolution. Overall, the proposed three-level

memory hierarchy with LPL greatly enhances and

optimizes the size and data in slice SRAM hierar-

chies. Therefore, 50% of internal/external memory

power can be saved compared to existing designs

[7–10] without exploiting the slice SRAM hierarchy.

And it is believed that this improved memory

hierarchy is a key to making memory-rich video

system feasible for low memory area/power mobile

requirements.
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